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Abstract: Strategic communication is essential to corporations in all industries, including agriculture.
In this paper, the idea of corporate web positioning is developed using the example of agricultural
corporations (agroholdings) in Russia. This idea reflects companies’ self-understanding communi-
cated online to its customers, partners, competitors, broad public, and state. In our study, webpages
of 50 Russian agroholdings were examined to judge their web positioning. The principal approach
was qualitative identification of the common themes, which was followed by the analysis of the
frequency of these themes. The content analysis of the webpages allowed identification of five
general themes of corporate web positioning, namely customer satisfaction, national leadership, the
company itself, business focus, and innovative technologies, and three supplementary themes such
as natural/ecological products, healthy products, and own products (full-cycle production). It was
established that customer satisfaction and national leadership are the most common general themes
(two-thirds of all considered corporations). Our other finding was that the supplementary themes
were registered for a third of the analyzed corporations. All themes matched the urgent aspects of
the modern agriculture. Further interpretations show that the Russian peculiarities of the corporate
web positioning in agriculture can be explained within the national socio-economical context. It is
recommended that top managers of agroholdings should realize the already existing diversity of web
positioning and try to explore new themes for effective strategic communication.

Keywords: corporate governance; customers; national leadership; Russia; webpages

1. Introduction

Expansion and intensification of global agriculture are important trends [1–5] because
this industry is essential for providing food security [6–8]. Corporations play a large role in
agriculture development due to their ability to internationally network, attract voluminous
investments, and support sustainability [9–13]. In countries with large territories, the
importance of agriculture-focused corporations is undisputable due to of geographical
distances. For instance, the Russian agriculture is an impressive industry, with arable and
pasture lands constituting 13% of the country’s total territory [14] and a 4% contribution
to the country’s GDP [15]. Its current state, challenges, and perspectives were reviewed
by Averkieva et al. [16], Kulikov and Minakov [17], Uzun et al. [18], and Wegren [19].
Particularly, Tleubayev et al. [20], Yakovlev [21], and Wengle [22] stressed the outstand-
ing importance of corporations (agroholdings) in the Russian agriculture. According to
Semenov [23], the cumulative annual revenue of the fifty biggest agroholdings exceeds
33 billion USD. Indeed, these corporations are active business players developing and
implementing long-term strategies.
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Corporate strategies are strongly related to communication [24–28]. Companies need
to explain strategic thoughts to their customers, partners, competitors, and administrative
authorities for maintaining appropriate competitiveness, high performance, and effective
marketing. Additionally, every communication strategy is closely tied to its successful
implementation. Notably, Podnar and Balmer [29] concluded that corporate marketing
includes sustaining corporate identity. In fact, such strategic communication tools as
mission statements [30,31] reveal such an identity. Strategy communication seems to be
essential to all corporations, but the latter are often industry-specific [32,33], and thus,
their peculiarities should influence this communication. A restricted number of the related
works focused on agriculture. For instance, Gregory [34] analyzed the French experience
of corporate communication improvement in this industry, whereas Civero et al. [35]
examined how deficiencies in the existing communication strategies undermine consumer
perception of corporate social responsibility. Both works indicated serious problems with
strategy communication in agriculture. Nonetheless, this issue remains poorly explored
and not illustrated adequately with examples from different national frames and socio-
economical contexts. Generally, the previous research implies that if any agricultural
corporation wishes to succeed, it should pay significant attention to corporate strategic
communication and utilize its various channels. From the latter, official corporate webpages
seem to be among the most important.

An objective of the present, essentially tentative and empirical paper is to shed light on
corporate positioning of major agricultural corporations on their webpages, which seems to
be an important tool for strategic communication. The proposed idea was tested using an
example from Russia, chiefly because corporations play such an important role in Russian
agriculture; they tend to dominate in many segments of the market. Our attention was
paid to the largest enterprises (the above-mentioned agroholdings), which can be called
true corporations. Importantly, this study does not deal with organization and design of
webpages. It focuses on the types of information which are available on these webpages.

2. Review and Proposal
2.1. Literature Review: Broad Context

The present paper introduces a novel ideanthat should be put into the proper context,
which is not restricted to agriculture. For this purpose, the available knowledge is reviewed
below in the following order: strategic management and marketing in agriculture, strategic
communication in general, and strategic communication tools and channels with emphasis
on webpages. This knowledge is provided for general reference and to stress the relation of
the new proposal to the already existing vast research field.

Agriculture faces various risks, both natural and anthropogenic. As a result, strategic
management in this field should address such risks. Hoag [36] showed the effective-
ness of organized frameworks for risk management for reaching these strategic goals.
Alborov et al. [37] paid attention to the other aspect, namely strategic management ac-
counting, which is designed as a system facilitating effective managerial decisions. Tingey-
Holyoak and Pisaniello [38] addressed the institutional environment of strategic man-
agement in the Australian agriculture and offered a typology of responses to resources
pressure. Among the most recent developments is the concept “Agriculture 5.0” [39], which
relates strategic management in agriculture to sustainable development and approaches of
energy-smart farming. It was found that attention to “green” energy sources creates new
opportunities for strategic decision-making in this industry.

Strategic marketing plays an important role in the development of modern agriculture.
McLeay et al. [40] indicated strategic groups as important drivers of marketing in agribusi-
ness. Ritson [41] distinguished general marketing from agricultural marketing and noted
their convergence, emphasizing that traditional approaches of marketing in this industry
match the present-day demand. Heiman and Hildebrandt [42] connected marketing to
risk management specific to agriculture. New, “high-tech” developments facilitating the
growth of smart agriculture open new perspectives for marketing: as explained by Huang
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and Chen [43], big data analysis can contribute to more effective promotion of agribusiness
and its products.

Strategic communication is a vast research field, and decades of investigations have
shown that the related activities have dual nature. This communication permits the use
of available, pre-developed strategies for achieving the company’s goals, and, particu-
larly, it may be helpful in crisis situations [44]. Moreover, it permits implementing and
testing strategies as well as justifying, updating, and even resetting them [45,46]. Accord-
ing to Stainer and Stainer [47], communication is related to corporate productivity and
performance. A particular aspect emphasized in the literature is disclosure of corporate
social and environment responsibility, which can be judged as a kind of strategic commu-
nication [48–50]. It is known that such a disclosure improves the related responsibility
performance [51]. In some countries, corporations tend to communicate their strategies to
solve additional, high-order tasks linked to national interests [52] or patriotism [53–55].

Strategy can be communicated very differently. Although an entire document thor-
oughly explaining a given corporate strategy (or a particular, but major aspect such as
its sustainability strategy) can be available freely, such a document is often too specific,
too technical, and too long. Moreover, not all strategic intentions should be disclosed
to competitors or the broad public due to commercial interests. The same concerns are
applicable to the other “lengthy” communications such as annual reports. As a result, tools
of brief strategic communication such as mission, vision, core (shared) values, etc. gain
importance. They reflect the most principal, essential strategic thinking of top managers
and the corporate identity. Many researchers showed that the use of these tools and, par-
ticularly, mission statements has positive effects on performance [56–59]. Mas-Machuca
and Marimon [60] demonstrated that the availability of a “good” mission and its effective
communication as a factor of increase in performance are moderated by some other factors
and conditions. Additionally, the experiments of Alshameri and Green [61] showed that
missions and visions of individual companies reflect the identity of industries. Additionally,
there are many other available tools, such as CEO statements [62]. Annual reports are also
important communication tools [63], but these documents are often too lengthy and too
technical (see above).

Channels of strategic communication differ. These range from published advertise-
ments [64] and interviews with journalists [65] to various media, including social networks
and Internet blogs [66–70]. Corporate webpages have remained among the main channels
of strategic communication, being official, almost mandatory attributes of corporations
which reflect their identity and summarize (archive) all principal (including strategic)
documentation, which is specified by top managers for disclosure. A huge amount of
literature has been devoted to corporate webpages, their properties, and their importance
to performance [71–81]. Generally, these studies prove the necessity of corporate webpages,
their utility as sources of basic information about companies, and their importance for
strategic communication.

The previous research briefly outlined above provides three general ideas. First, strate-
gic communication is vitally important to corporations. Second, the tools facilitating brief
communication of strategy elements are effective. Third, corporate webpages constitute the
most important channel of strategic communication. Taken together, these ideas suggest
that placing mission and vision statements, values, and other brief outlines of strategic
thoughts to webpages is important to corporations. This understanding was proven in
the studies by Bartkus et al. [82], Harrison [83], Lee et al. [84], Ruban and Yashalova [81],
Tenca [85], Wenstop and Myrmel [86], and Yadav and Sehgal [87], who also demonstrated
the usefulness of online statements for the purposes of research in corporate communication
and strategic management.

2.2. Proposal of a New Idea

In agriculture, the importance of corporate communication is dictated by several spe-
cific reasons (in addition to the general needs of marketing and self-identity development).
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First, agriculture faces various risks; therefore, the performance and image of agricultural
corporations depends on the clarity of their risk-related strategies [88,89]. Second, agricul-
ture development is strongly tied to environmental issues [90–92]; therefore, environmental
disclosure is essential to this industry. Third, agricultural production determines food
security [93–95]; therefore, this industry has outstanding social “sensibility”, which makes
appropriate positioning very important to companies.

Not all corporations choose to outline missions, visions, and other similar elements on
their webpages, whereas all corporations (with very few exceptions) have well-established
webpages offering brief “welcome presentations” of their business. One can easily find
short statements (chiefly textual, but sometimes graphical or mixed) which reveal corporate
self-understanding (Figure 1). These elements show how companies wish to look in the eyes
of their customers, partners, competitors, broad public, and state. This is a tool of strategic
communication for two reasons. First, it represents the systemic corporate intention to have
a definite image for achieving some strategic goals (strategy of communication). Second,
the desired image is linked (at least partly) to strategic thoughts of this corporation’s top
managers (strategy of organization).
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Figure 1. Corporate web positioning statements on idealized webpages.

Indeed, some of these “welcome presentations” may serve principally for advertising
purposes, but it is difficult to believe that their authors invent them completely indepen-
dently from managerial indications and preferences, or without links to the corporate
identity (this argument is especially reasonable in the case of large corporations, where de-
velopment of webpages is always a serious task). Moreover, one should consider that when
a company’s identity is revealed this way, it works as strategic communication, irrespective
of its correspondence to the true strategic thought or its absence (note that the absence
of intentions may also be strategy [28]). In regard to these considerations, the “welcome
presentation” can be regarded among important tools of brief strategic communication,
and it is possible to term it as corporate web positioning (Figure 1).

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Collecting Materials

The present study addresses the fifty biggest agroholdings of Russia according to their
annual revenue [23]. The latter exceeds 0.5 billion USD in about one half of the cases and
1.0 billion USD in one fifth of the cases (Figure 2). The activities of these agroholdings
are diverse and include both “pure” agricultural activities and food production (such an
integration of diverse activities is among the main reasons for their creation). Nonetheless,
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about one half of them demonstrate a certain specialization (poultry, livestock, vegetable oil
production, dairy production, horticulture, etc.). Indeed, there are many small and medium
enterprises which are not included in the employed ranking [23], but the considered
agroholdings represent true, private agricultural corporations. Only corporations from this
ranking are considered in the present study in order to maintain the homogeneity of the
sample, which is essential to an analysis such as this one.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the considered Russian agricultural corporations depending on their annual
revenue (based on information from [23]).

Official corporate webpages of all considered agroholdings were examined. Forty-
seven of them were individual webpages, two corporations used only social networks, and
the webpage of one organization was not found. Corporate web-positioning statements
were found on all forty-nine analyzed corporate webpages. These statements constitute
the material of the present study. The agroholdings’ names are not disclosed in this paper
to avoid challenging their interests, and all analyzed statements are not given for the
same reason (and because their translation in English would change their meanings).
Nonetheless, some representative examples are provided together with the results.

3.2. Analytical Procedures

As in many other studies dealing with corporate communication tools [31,81,87,96–99],
this study involves two approaches. The famous article about mission statements [31] is
used as a kind of template, as it demonstrates how a new strategic communication tool
can be introduced to the academic community. The automatic approaches of the content
analysis [100–104] are not used in this study, as the analyzed statements were originally
given in the Russian language and because they are too compressed and slogan-like to
expect significant word overlap.

The first approach is qualitative interpretation of the collected 49 statements. The
content of these statements is interpreted to establish their general meanings, and these
meanings are compared subsequently to delineate common themes. These themes are
proposed intuitively, and these are essentially groups of the similar-sounding statements.
Nonetheless, the themes comprehend all meanings of the corporate web-positioning state-
ments in the analyzed sample. Therefore, these can be called general themes. In addition,
some supplementary themes can be distinguished. They seem to be notable but specific,
and occurring in only part of the statements. It should be stressed that both the general and
supplementary themes are not pre-established (for instance, on the basis of the literature re-
view), rather these are established intuitively only to classify the available statements. This
approach is rather simple and chiefly demonstrative, but is determined by interpretations
of the statements and their categorization, i.e., delineation of the themes. Principally, the
same method was carried out by Pearce and David [31] when they developed the idea of
mission statements and their standard content components.
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The second approach is quantitative analysis of the distribution (frequency) of the
identified themes. Each statement is attributed to a particular theme, and the number and
the breadth of the themes is justified to the meanings of the statements. The general and sup-
plementary themes are considered separately. This permits us to understand the focus (or
foci) of the corporate web positioning in the Russian agriculture. The number/percentage
of each theme can be measured. It is important to undertake this analysis for the entire
sample and for particular groups of corporations established depending on their size. Each
group includes 10 corporations, starting from the largest and ending with the smallest, in
the employed ranking [23].

4. Results
4.1. General Themes

The biggest Russian agroholdings employ corporate web positioning in their online
communication. The content of the related statements differed, although some coherence
was evident. Five major themes could be distinguished, namely national leadership, cus-
tomer satisfaction, the company itself, business focus, national leadership, and innovative
technologies. The frequency of these themes also differed, but the majority (about two-thirds)
of corporations tended to emphasize customer satisfaction and national leadership (Figure 3).
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Customer satisfaction was the most common theme [38.8% of statements]. The related
corporate webpages often started with catalogues/advertisements of their products. For
instance, one agroholding described its meat products and indicated that they are specially
made for “meat amateurs”. The other agricultural corporation stated that “we care of
people providing with tasty, quality and safe products”. In all these cases, the agricultural
corporations positioned themselves as open to customers, i.e., connections to the latter are
the main strategic priority to be perceived from their corporate webpages.

The second-most common theme was national leadership (32.7% of statements). The
related corporate webpages displayed statements stressing that a given agroholding was
the first (or among the biggest) companies of its kind and/or dominated the Russian market.
For instance, one corporation stated that “it is one of the leaders of agricultural business
of Russia”, and the other went so far as to proclaim itself as a “proven leader on the milk
conservation market and ice-cream in Russia”; there was also a company describing itself
with certain modesty as “the second leading Russian producer of beet sugar”. Such a web-
positioning allows agroholdings to appear successful and dominant (a sign of “absolute
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success”), as rule-makers, and as nationally important organizations, and their leadership
is their main strategic priority to be perceived from their corporate webpages.

The third-most important (although less common) theme was the company itself
(22.4% of statements). The related corporate webpages displayed statements simply ex-
plaining what a given corporation is, how it is organized, and what it does. For instance,
one agroholding stated that it has ten directions of activity, includes twenty five enterprises,
boasts 330,000 ha of land resources, and employs 1200 persons; the other organization
stated that it is “a Russian group of companies possessing assets in food industry, agricul-
ture, package industry, and retail”. Such a web-positioning allows the related agroholdings
to appear as well-developed, complex business units, often with serious material and
human resources. Organizational “maturity” seems to be their main strategic priority to be
perceived from their corporate webpages.

The fourth theme, namely business focus, was found in only two cases. The related
webpages displayed statements outlining some basic principles of these agricultural corpo-
rations. One of them explained its business essence allegorically, as follows: “Big idea turns
business into amazing adventure”, and the other stated that it helps to achieve success.
Such a web-positioning helps agroholdings appear as businesses with philosophical foun-
dations and very broad thoughts, which can be judged as their main strategic priorities to
be perceived from their corporate webpages.

The fifth theme stands separately from the others, and it was found in a single case. The
webpage of one agroholding started with indicating the modernity of equipment and imple-
mentation of innovations in its production process. This web-positioning specifies technological
innovations as the main strategic priority to be perceived from the corporate webpage.

The distribution of the five identified general themes among groups of agrohold-
ings with different annual revenues demonstrates certain differences (Table 1). First, the
theme of customer satisfaction dominates only the largest and smallest of the considered
corporations. Second, national leadership is most important to the relatively mid-sized
agroholdings. Third, it appears that the choice of whether to position the company as
market-concerned (national leadership) or customer-concerned (customer satisfaction), i.e.,
to send appeal to industry or customers, remains principal for all groups, and it is done
with less certainty by the relatively mid-sized organizations. Fourth, attention to the com-
pany itself increases together with the decrease in the company size. Fifth, only the largest
corporations allow themselves to demonstrate business focus in their web-positioning.
Generally, it appears that the size of agroholdings matters as a factor of web positioning,
although it is too early to try to explain it.

Table 1. General themes in the groups of agroholdings with different size.

Rank in the
National

Ranking [23]

Annual Revenue
Range, bln USD

Themes

National
Leadership

Customer
Satisfaction

Company
Itself

Business
Focus

Innovative
Technologies

1–10 2.83–1.09 2 5 1 2 0
11–20 0.70–0.93 5 3 2 0 0
21–30 0.33–0.54 4 4 2 0 0
31–40 0.21–0.31 3 2 3 0 1
41–50 0.06–0.19 2 5 3 0 0

4.2. Supplementary Themes

In addition to the five general themes mentioned above, the qualitative content analysis
of the web-positioning statements of the biggest Russian agricultural corporations reveals
three supplementary themes that appear rather regularly. They reflect supplementary
strategic priorities. These themes are related to natural products (ecological safety), healthy
products (usefulness), and own products (full-cycle, “from field to shop” production).
Taken together, these themes are reflected by the statements of more than 30% of the
analyzed corporate webpages (in three cases, two themes coincide). The most important
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from them is the theme of natural products (18.4% of statements), and two others are less
frequently addressed (Figure 4). For instance, the corporate webpage of one agroholding
informs that its products are natural and grown “under the sun of Kuban” (this statement
appeals to the common belief that the Russian South and, particularly, the Krasnodar
Region, often labeled as Kuban, are the most favorable for agriculture and high-quality
food production). In another case, one can read that “together with us [a given company] it
is more tasty and useful [for health]”. These themes in the corporate web positioning allow
the agroholdings to reflect their sustainability-related strategies linked to environment
and health. However, the utilitarian, customer-focused aspects of such strategies are also
evident in all cases.
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The distribution of the three identified supplementary themes among groups of agro-
holdings with different annual revenues shows three notable patterns (Table 2). First, it is
evident that the ten largest corporations do not pay much attention to these themes. Second,
there are some indications that the natural/ecological products are more important for
web positioning of the relatively mid-size and small agroholdings, whereas the full-cycle
production is less important to the smallest corporations. Third, there are corporations
paying attention to at least one (commonly two) supplementary theme among all groups,
which is a sign of the general interest to the related issues and the understanding of their
importance to corporate web positioning. Nonetheless, it appears that the distribution of
the supplementary themes is more haphazard than that of the principal themes.

Table 2. Supplementary themes in the groups of agroholdings with different size.

Rank in the National
Ranking [23]

Annual Revenue
Range, bln USD

Themes

Natural/Ecological
Products Healthy Products Own Products

(Full-Cycle Production)

1–10 2.83–1.09 1 1 0
11–20 0.70–0.93 3 1 3
21–30 0.33–0.54 0 1 0
31–40 0.21–0.31 2 0 1
41–50 0.06–0.19 3 2 0
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5. Discussion

The outcomes of the present study raise three general questions, as follows. First, is
corporate web positioning a distinctive tool of strategy communication? Second, do the
distinguished themes matter to modern agricultural corporations? Third, how it is possible
to explain the frequency of the themes in regard to the Russian agriculture? The related
discussions are provided below.

The corporate web-positioning statements reveal several most-principal intentions
of top managers. These include focus on customers, market leadership, organizational
“maturity”, following philosophical principles, technological advancement, and sustain-
ability (see above). Indeed, these intentions are strategic because they indicate how a given
agroholding understands itself and which approach it chooses to survive and to succeed.
As the related statements are placed on the corporate webpages, corporations do not nec-
essarily disclose their true strategic intentions, but reflect the image-related intentions to
be perceived by customers, partners, competitors, the broad public, and the state. Such
strategic intentions can be labeled provisionally as promoted intentions, and their overlap
with true strategic intentions depends on the preferred strategy of communication (more
shared or more hidden/false, Steensen [28]). Nonetheless, when corporate webpages are
created professionally and responsibly, strategic thoughts of their top managers should be
reflected there either directly or indirectly (it seems to be almost impossible to learn this
post factum), and thus, the noted overlap is expected in the majority of the cases (Figure 5).
Corporate web positioning differs from stating missions, visions, and values. The latter are
more formal tools, which seem to be better attached to the true strategic thoughts of top
managers. The content of web-positioning statements differs from that of other statements.
Missions may be quite diverse in their content [31], whereas web positioning emphasizes
a single priority related to the most important strategic approach. Vision is commonly
focused on the future, whereas web positioning reflects the present state of the corporation.
Values are the preferred ideals, whereas web positioning deals with the current state and
the identity of organization. These comparisons imply that web positioning differs from
the other tools of brief strategic communication.
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The five themes of the corporate web positioning of the biggest Russian agroholdings
(Figure 3) seem to be urgent. The customer satisfaction theme matches the customer-
dominant logic recommended to the modern business [105]. Similar recommendations
are meaningful in agriculture [106–108]. The national leadership theme can be brought in
correspondence to the “naturally” monopolistic intentions of corporations [109], although
it is also linked to corporations’ ability to undergo major transitions [110]. The related
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issues have been discussed only occasionally relatively to agriculture [111,112] because the
market of this industry is often dominated by small and medium players. Nonetheless, in
such a country as Russia, with its large territory and the related need in business consol-
idation, market leadership seems to be very expected. The theme of the company itself
matters due to the outstanding importance of finding a corporation’s identity [113–115].
The theme of business focus seems to be important because understanding the very foun-
dations (also philosophical) of a given company’s activities sheds light on its identity and
performance [116–120], and this is also true for agribusiness [121–125]. The innovation
theme is of outstanding urgency to the contemporary agriculture, which needs to provide
food security, achieve sustainable practices, and adapt to environmental changes [126–128].
Finally, the three supplementary themes of the corporate web positioning found by the present
investigation (Figure 4) correspond exactly to the imperatives of the current development of
agriculture and, particularly, its “greening” and sustainability [129–135]. One should note the
expected demand for environmental safety by the future agribusiness leaders [136].

The corporate web positioning of the biggest Russian agroholdings revealed by the
present investigation has three main peculiarities, namely significant emphasis on national
leadership (Figure 3), relatively small attention to innovative technologies (Figure 3), and
focus on product “greening” (Figure 4). The first peculiarity can be explained by the
necessity to present the corporation in the light of its success and outstanding competi-
tiveness. However, emphasizing the national scale of a company’s activities can create
additional meanings in the case of Russia. It should be noted that the factor of patriotism
is significant to many aspects of Russian businesses and, particularly, corporate culture
and communication [55]. The national-scale initiatives are important to agriculture de-
velopment [22,137,138]. It is possible that the emphasis on the national leadership in the
web positioning reflects some “deep” strategic thoughts specific to Russian managers. The
second peculiarity is unusual at first glance due to the evident urgency of innovations in the
Russian agriculture [139–141]. The low frequency of the related statements can reflect chal-
lenges of innovation implementation [141,142]; thus, “conservative” managerial thoughts
can generate their own benefits. The third peculiarity can be explained by the strengthened
pro-environmental attitudes and spread of pro-environmental behavior in Russia, which
occurs both at the individual and corporate levels [143–147]. In such conditions, consumers’
demand for “green” products and the readiness of the business community to rework their
production stimulate agricultural corporations to develop environment-focused strategies
and to communicate them online. This finding also demonstrates that some doubts about
pro-environmental focus in the contemporary Russian society [148,149] are nothing more
than serious misinterpretations.

6. Conclusions

The undertaken examination of the corporate web positioning of the fifty Russian
agroholdings with the biggest annual revenue allowed us to come to three general conclu-
sions. First, web positioning is a tool of online communication of strategies which is used
by corporations to state their self-understanding and to achieve a desirable image. Second,
from five general themes of the web-positioning statements of the Russian agricultural
corporations, the most important are customer satisfaction and national leadership; the
supplementary themes pay attention to product “greening”. Third, the established themes
match the needs of the contemporary agriculture, and some peculiarities of the statements
by the Russian agroholdings can be explained within the national socio-economical frame.

The theoretical implication of the present investigation is linked to revealing the im-
portance of corporate web positioning as a particular tool of brief strategic communication,
which differs from such well-known tools as mission and value statements. Practically, the
outcomes of this study indicate the general importance of strategic communication develop-
ment in agriculture. More specifically, the latter must be justified to both the true strategic
needs and the given national context (webpages of some Russian agroholdings offer many
examples and templates for achieving this task). Two other practical implications can also
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be specified. First, corporate managers responsible for strategic communication should pay
more attention to the content of official corporate webpages and the frontline statements
(“welcome presentations”) there. Particularly, they need to realize the true diversity of
their themes and to choose them more rationally than intuitionally. Second, the number of
the general themes established in this study is limited. Therefore, corporate managers in
agriculture can try to offer new themes, finding which themes may become significant com-
petitive advantages to agroholdings. Generally, corporate policy in agriculture should aim
at the effective use of web positioning and try to add it to the set of the other, well-known
tools of strategic communication.

The main limitation of this study is a strong dependence on qualitative interpretations.
Although these are reasonable and unavoidable for such a tentative and rather pioneering
study, further methodological developments may allow identification and interpretations
of the web-positioning statements on the basis of some quantitative procedures. Two other
limitations include the sample size (there are numerous lesser agricultural firms, consideration
of which would require collecting highly heterogeneous information, which is not suitable
for a pioneering study such as this) and attention to only Russia (although the dominance
of agroholdings is typical to this country, analogues to them may be found in some other
places of the world). Indeed, these limitations indicate the possible directions of the following
research. A broader perspective for further investigations is linked to examination of the
corporate web positioning for different industries and national/cultural contexts.
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